
We consider UNRESTRICTED Economy 10 to be the most cost effective electricity tariff to be used with our advanced
energy efficient heating systems. Economy 10 is available from SCOTTISH & SOUTHERN ENERGY throughout most areas
of the UK, this is the main company name so they may be better known under other regional names. To transfer to
Economy 10 simply contact the E10 team at Scottish & Southern Energy: email E10@scottish-southern.co.uk or phone
01738 512 799. Economy 10 incorporates a fixed service charge, a standard unit price, and a lower unit price for all
electricity used during off peak periods. The off-peak times may vary across the country but are generally Midnight to
5am (5 Hours) 1pm to 4pm (3 Hours) and 8pm to 10pm (2 Hours).

Our energy efficient heating systems allow total flexibility therefore they are not based on the function of a storage
heating system, so Economy 7 which provides a cheap night time rate with an expensive daytime rate which is often
restricted must not be used. However  tariffs that provide an unrestricted supply of electricity with periods of cheap
electricity during the day and night will help you to further reduce the running cost of your heating system and the cost
of your electricity consumption in general.

If Scottish & Southern does not cover your area you may find a similar tariff provided by another utility company, if so
you must ensure that all circuits to to your Intelli Heat system are supplied with an UNRESTRICTED supply of electricity.

ECONOMY 10 - THE BENEFITS
� Specifically developed for today’s lifestyles, modern electric heating systems and use of electric appliances.
� Only one meter for all electricity consumption with one electricity bill issued each billing period.
� All electricity used during off-peak periods is charged at a lower rate.

HOW TO USE ECONOMY 10 TO REDUCE YOUR ELECTRICITY BILLS

The Intelli Heat Heating system:
� On between 4am - 5am (off-peak) to raise your property temperature at a lower cost.
� On between 5.30 or 6am or 8 or 9am (depending on your morning schedule) which is during a Standard-rate period

but less energy will be required to ensure a comfortable morning-time temperature due the temperature of the
required areas being raised during the latter part of the off-peak period (4am - 5am).
� On between 3pm -  4pm (off-peak) to raise the temperature of your property so that less energy is required to

provide a comfortable temperature during the 4pm - 8pm Standard-rate period (usually a period when people are
at home) with the added benefit of off-peak electricity during the evening (8pm - 10pm).

Other electrical appliances:
� Water heater programmed on 4am - 5am (off-peak) to ensure hot water in the morning.
� Water heater programmed on 3pm - 4pm (off-peak) to ensure hot water during the evening with if required the

option to program your water heater on anytime during the later evening (off-peak period 8pm - 10pm) to ensure
hot water before retiring to bed.
� Use high consumption appliances such washing machines, tumble dryers, dishwashers, etc, during off-peak periods

to ensure further savings (1pm - 4pm and 8pm - 10pm).

Please ensure that you state that you are installing a heating system from Intelli Heat and that
you will require an unrestricted supply of electricity for your whole household, including if
applicable, all circuits that currently supply your old storage heaters with an Economy 7 tariff.
Intelli Heat cannot be held responsible for any problems that may arise due to a restricted
supply of electricity. If INTELLI HEAT undertake the installation an additional installation charge
may be applicable if an unrestricted electricity supply is not available at the time of installation.

Manufacturers of Advanced Electric Heating Systems

WHICH ELECTRICTY TARIFF? We recommend ECONOMY 10

PLEASE NOTE: This information is impartial and as such is purely a guide aimed at assisting you to reduce your electricity costs, therefore we advise you to
choose the best tariff to suit your lifestyle from the most competitive utility company and to regulate the use of your electrical appliances in accordance with your
particular electricity tariff and requirements in order to achieve the best results. Economy 10 from Scottish & Southern may not be available for use with a pre-pay
meter or Nil Standing Charge Option, please contact Scottish & Southern Energy for further details.
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